This paper presents an effective automated analysis system for mixed documents consisting of handwritten texts and graphic images. In the preprocessing step, an input image is binarized, then graphic regions are separated from text parts using chain codes of connected components. In the character recognition step, we recognize two different sets of handwritten characters: Korean and alphanumeric characters. Considering the structural complexity and variations of Korean characters, we separate them based on partial recognition results of vowels and extract primitive phonemes using a branch and bound algorithm based on dynamic programming (DP) matching. Finally, to validate recognition results, a dictionary and knowledge are employed. Computer simulation with 50 test documents shows that the proposed algorithm analyzes effectively mixed documents.
INTRODUCTION
Data processing by a computer has been expanded its influences on every part of life. Even though a computer has taken an honorable part in leading the modern information society, it has its own drawbacks. Especially, technology advance of input data processing has been rather slow. To improve the efficiency of an input data processing unit of a computer, computer vision techniques that implement the human visual capability to a manmade machine have been employed. As one of the major fields of computer vision, automatic analysis of documents has been developed for user-friendly input interfaces to a computer [1] .
In Korea we commonly deal with mixed texts consisting of different sets of characters, e.g., Korean characters, alphanumeric characters, and Chinese characters. Many papers on handwritten character recognition have been published, but most of them have dealt with only one set of characters or specific documents [2] . Also, an algebraic approach to automatic construction of structural models has been proposed for character recognition [3] . Although this algorithm can be constructed and employed for recognition of alphanumeric characters, it is difficult to di- * This work was supported in part by the Electronics and Telecommunications
Research Institute, Daejeon, Korea.
rectly apply the algorithm to recognition of Korean characters in which more than 11,000 characters consisting of different types of phonemes are possible. The structural complexity and diverse font variations of Korean characters have been topics of research [4, 5] , and various recognition techniques of Korean characters have been proposed in recent decades [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The handwritten Korean character recognition method robust to distortion was proposed by using adaptive nonlinear shape matching [11] . Also algorithms based on neural network [6, 7] have been proposed; however, these algorithms were focused on recognition of Korean characters, not on the analysis of a document. Also, statistical algorithms were presented to analyze documents consisting of characters and graphic regions [9, 10] , in which recognition of printed characters and some constrained handwritten characters was investigated. The algorithms were based on statistical matching between the reference feature values and the input feature values, thus they are sometimes sensitive to distortion and writing style.
Recognition of Korean characters is based on correct segmentation of primitive symbols (subpatterns) from composite character patterns, thus its efficiency largely depends on reliable partitioning of characters into subpatterns. Some conventional algorithms are not suitable for recognition of handwritten characters if the segmentation scheme employed is not effective. Furthermore, recognition of handwritten documents consisting of different sets of characters is more difficult. The main objective of this paper is to implement a user-friendly system for analyzing mixed documents consisting of handwritten texts and graphic images, in which texts are composed of two different sets of characters: Korean characters and alphanumeric characters. This paper proposes the isolation method of Korean characters that makes use of positional relationships as well as partial recognition results of vowels. The proposed algorithm is based on the branch and bound algorithm with DP matching, resulting in a hybrid algorithm that combines the syntactic and statistical approaches.
The proposed document analysis system consists of preprocessing and recognition steps. In the preprocessing step, an input image is binarized by a global thresholding scheme. After binarization, we separate a graphic image part from a text region by considering chain codes of connected components. Next, isolated characters are extracted from the text region based on the positional relationship and partial recognition results. In the character recognition step, first of all, each separated character is skeletonized by the safe-point thinning algorithm (SPTA) [12] . Using several features we determine whether the separated character is a Korean or alphanumeric character. Korean characters are recognized using a branch and bound algorithm based on dynamic programming (DP) matching. In other words, the proposed algorithm recognizes Korean characters based on extraction of consecutive primitive phonemes according to labels that are assigned in the previous extraction step. Alphanumeric characters are recognized using several features such as the number of color changes, projection values, and distance. Finally, to validate recognition results, a dictionary as well as knowledge is used in the recognition step.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the preprocessing step and Section 3 presents the proposed Korean/alphanumeric character recognition algorithms and postprocessing. Section 4 shows the effectiveness of the proposed system by computer simulation. Finally, Section 5 briefly gives conclusions.
PREPROCESSING
In the preprocessing step, each character is extracted from an input document image. This step is very important to analysis of handwritten texts, so it has been one of major research topics. It especially focuses on isolation of Korean characters because structural geometry of Korean characters is different from that of alphanumeric characters. We isolate Korean characters using partial results of vowel recognition by embedding high-level information into low-level processing. First, an input image is binarized using a global thresholding method [13] . Then, graphic regions and isolated characters are extracted. The flowchart of the proposed preprocessing step is shown in Fig. 1. 
Binarization
The binarization scheme commonly used by many commercial scanners is far from satisfactory, since merging and distortion occur frequently [14] . Binarization results are obtained by updating a gray level image to intensify an input document according to various threshold values [15] , in which an input document may be distorted depending on the threshold value. In this paper, the input document is binarized using Otsu's method [13] .
Separation of Text and Graphic Regions
In a binarized document, tables, figures, and lines except for characters are considered as graphic regions. For extraction of graphic regions, algorithms using the Hough transform [16, 17] have been proposed. But these algorithms have high computational complexity and cannot effectively extract curves and arbitrary shapes. In our system, to isolate a single character, graphic regions are extracted based on size and shape of connected components. For fast extraction of graphics regions, 8-directional chain codes are employed to track only edges (boundaries). The minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) encompassing each connected component is generated. It is assumed that the size of the MBR of character regions is smaller than that of graphic regions, where the size of the MBR is defined by the number of pixels in the MBR. Also the size of the MBR of connected components is used in extracting graphic regions, in which statistics of the size are used. At first, the mode of height values of the MBRs is computed. If the ratio of a height of the MBR to the mode is between 1/2 and 4, this MBR is regarded as a character region. Otherwise, the MBR is considered as a graphic region. This method has a drawback that too small or large graphic regions may not be correctly classified. Also, the graphic region with the size similar to that of character regions can be misclassified as a character region. Misclassification is commonly observed in conventional algorithms in which classification is made by size or area. Among isolated regions, if the size of a region is smaller than that of a character and the region is located near a graphic region, that region is classified as a graphic region. Of course, this simple rule may fail for severely distorted handwritten documents.
Isolation of Characters
In the document with graphic regions excluded, isolated characters consisting of a number of connected components are extracted by chain coding. In extracting isolated characters, these connected components are grouped based on their geometric structures, partial recognition results, and the relationship between them. This algorithm does not locate lines of characters. With the assumption of a text containing horizontally aligned characters, each character is isolated from top left to bottom right. Each character of a text is successively separated according to the x position of a center of the MBR of the character. The characters in vertical lines cannot be extracted in vertical order. These characters are isolated individually after the characters in horizontal lines are isolated. Also, characters in graphic regions are isolated as character regions later.
In documents containing both Korean and alphanumeric characters, it is difficult to extract Korean characters one by one, since each of them consists of a number of phonemes. Also some isolated vowels are similar to alphanumeric characters. Conventional algorithms generally extract an individual Korean character based on positional relationships, whereas the proposed algorithm effectively extracts Korean characters one by one based on high-level information and partial recognition results of vowels as well as positional relationships. We use several features such as the numbers and positions of end points and branch points for partial recognition results. The following conditions are employed to isolate characters.
(1) If two connected components are detected along the vertical direction, they are merged.
(2) If an isolated region is recognized as one of regions that form a vowel, it is merged with the adjacent isolated region.
(3) If a bottom consonant is detected based on the positional relationship, head consonant and vowel regions near the detected bottom consonant are merged together.
RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS FOR HANDWRITTEN KOREAN/ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS AND POSTPROCESSING
After determining whether an input character is a Korean character or an alphanumeric character, we recognize that character. As shown in Fig. 2 , handwritten Korean characters are recognized based on stroke analysis and graph search. For correct recognition of Korean characters, it is required to classify an input character into one of six types and to extract primitive phonemes, whereas alphanumeric characters are recognized based on a hierarchical classification scheme with several robust features. Each stage of the proposed algorithms is described as follows.
Thinning
Because the proposed recognition algorithm is based on stroke analysis, thinning is needed. Generally, many thinning algorithms with different conditions have been proposed [18] . In the proposed character recognition system, each separated character is skeletonized by the SPTA [12] that preserves well the geometric structure of strokes.
Classification of Two Different Character Sets
Because a text considered in this paper consists of two different sets of characters, i.e., Korean and alphanumeric characters, an effective recognition algorithm for each character set is required. Also correct classification whether an input character is a Korean or alphanumeric character is important and prerequisite.
Using several features such as the numbers of end points and branch points, the type of the separated character is determined. The character set is classified by the following conditions.
(1) Because of distortions or variations in writing style, redundant end points can be generated. Alphanumeric characters except for i and j consist of a single connected component with the number of end points (n e ) less than five.
(2) We classify i and j by the ratio of width to height of the character MBR.
(3) In the case of Korean characters, a character consisting of a single connected component with n e smaller than three does not exist. If n e of a character of a single connected component is larger than three, it is passed to the Korean character recognition stage.
(4) Otherwise, it is passed to the alphanumeric character recognition stage.
(5) If the character passed to the alphanumeric character recognition stage is not recognized at all, then it is passed back to the Korean character recognition stage.
Recognition of Korean Characters

Structure of Korean characters.
Korean characters were invented about 550 years ago by King Sejong. They consist of 24 basic symbols: 10 fundamental vowels and 14 fundamental consonants as listed in Table 1 , each of which representing a phoneme. Five double consonants consist of the same fundamental consonants whereas 11 combined consonants are made of two different fundamental consonants. In addition, 11 combined vowels consist of different fundamental or combined vowels. Korean vowels are either vertically or horizontally elongated. Vertical (horizontal) vowels have their accompanying head 
TABLE 1 Classification of Korean Phonemes
consonants on their left (top). The shape of a vowel varies depending on its position and accompanying symbols [6] .
More than 11,000 Korean characters can be generated and about 3,000 of them are used in daily life. A word is a sequence of these characters. Because there are many similar and merged characters, recognition of Korean characters is not simple. A Korean character is composed of two to six symbols, with each consisting of up to four strokes, therefore it is not easy to separate each phoneme from a given character. According to the shape of a vowel and existence of a bottom consonant, Korean characters can be classified into six types, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , where V 1 (V 2 ) denotes a vertically (horizontally) shaped vowel, and C 1 and C 2 represent a head consonant and bottom consonant, respectively. Note that types 1, 2, and 3 contain no bottom consonant whereas types 4, 5, and 6 have a bottom consonant.
Segment extraction and graph construction.
Because the proposed algorithm is based on stroke analysis, segment extraction is required. Segments are extracted from character strokes after thinning, where a segment is defined as a set of black points between end, cross, or break points [19] . From these segments straight segments are extracted by using polygonal approximation, where the first-and second-derivatives of chain codes are employed. Derivatives are computed by subtracting the previous 8-directional chain code from the current one. In our study, the point having zero second-derivative and the firstderivative larger than a threshold is determined as a critical point. Then, for effective matching, an attribute graph is constructed with these straight segments depending on their connectivities and positional relationships.
Classification of phonemes for syntactic analysis.
Structural analysis is important for the proposed algorithm that is based on a syntactic scheme. A Korean character structurally consists of a number of phonemes, and each phoneme also consists of primitive strokes and phonemes. The proposed algorithm uses the attributes and relationships between segments. We use length, straightness, and direction of segments as attributes. Also connectivity, change of direction, and positional relationship of segments are adopted as relationships. Figure 4 shows a classification diagram of a head consonant. A primitive phoneme is defined as the phoneme that does not contain any other phoneme in it. Extended phonemes are defined by phonemes that are generated by adding a few segments to a primitive or extended phoneme. For example, ' ', ' ', ' ', ' ', ' ', and ' ' are primitive phonemes and other head consonants are extended phonemes generated by adding a sequence of segments to primitive phonemes. Phonemes ' ', ' ', ' ', and their extended phonemes cover most of head consonants, thus reliable extraction of them is important for correct recognition of a head consonant. Note that ' ' may be constructed in two different ways.
Also a handwritten phoneme varies highly depending on writing style, so more than one prototype pattern is required for good results. For example, two prototypes are used for ' ', ' ', and ' '. Because of the diverse writing style, three prototypes are employed for ' ' and ' ', and four prototypes are used for ' ' and ' '. For the case of a vowel, one prototype is adopted for each primitive phoneme. Each primitive prototype is created depending on writing style with 100 test data set. Other extended vowels are constructed by adding a few strokes to them. Similarly, a hierarchy of bottom consonants is constructed. Because Korean phonemes can be syntactically constructed by these syntactic rules, it is easy to apply a syntactic approach based on stroke analysis to recognition of Korean characters. But in some handwritten characters, a syntactic approach fails, so the proposed algorithm uses syntactic rules based on DP matching.
Because the proposed algorithm extracts the primitive phonemes based on DP matching, the primitive patterns are required. These primitive patterns can be represented by length and angle of strokes. So this algorithm can be trained by updating these prototypes. The ability to extract the primitive patterns can be improved by updating them with a large number of training sets. Note that this paper primarily focuses on the new matching algorithm for recognition of Korean characters. we propose an algorithm based on an attribute-dependent programmed grammar [5] that makes use of syntactic and attribute information. Of course, it cannot deal with severely distorted handwritten characters, which is also true for most conventional methods.
To reliably extract each primitive phoneme from a distorted character, we use a branch and bound algorithm based on DP matching. DP matching has been successfully used in matching speech signals modeled by a 1-D process [20] . Also because the position stream of a pen for on-line character recognition can be modeled by a 1-D signal, a DP matching algorithm is easily applied to on-line character recognition [21, 22] . In this paper, a hybrid matching algorithm that combines the syntactic and statistical methods is proposed for off-line character recognition by applying 1-D DP matching to the graph of a character according to the branch and bound strategy. Simple syntactic methods have difficulty in recognizing distorted handwritten characters because they simply use primitive patterns and their relationships. While statistical methods can cope with distortion or loss of strokes, feature extraction itself may be difficult in some cases. So, we use a hybrid method by combining syntactic and statistical approaches. Phoneme extraction is done by a branch and bound algorithm, where a cost function is employed for DP matching. The angle difference and the ratio of lengths between input and reference patterns are adopted as matching features. By finding the optimal path using DP matching, a set of phoneme segments is extracted. The proposed algorithm is robust to loss, distortion, or complexity of strokes caused by thinning process or writing style [23] .
The DP matching cost for extraction of primitive phonemes is computed as follows. Let AR . For the kth reference phoneme consisting of I segments, the angle matching cost a k between straight segments is defined by the sum of angle differences weighted by the normalized length of a stroke,
where the angle difference is assumed in the range between 0
• and 180
• . The first term L k i j is a normalized length regarded as a weighting factor and the second term represents angle dissimilarity.
The matching cost l k based on the normalized length is given by
where L k i is defined by
Similarly, L R k i is defined. Equations (2) and (3) represent length dissimilarities between matched strokes. Then the total matching cost c k for the kth phoneme is a weighted sum of angle dissimilarity a k and length dissimilarity l k , as given by
where a is a constant set to 0.5 in our experiments. A number of strokes after thinning and graph construction are illustrated in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respectively, with an input character shown in Fig. 6(a) . With extracted straight segments (Fig. 6(b) ), a graph (Fig. 6(c) ) is constructed based on the positional and connectivity relationships. First, to extract the line segment ' ' in the head consonant ' ', the horizontal segment positioned at the top left region is selected from the attribute graph. Then by a graph search algorithm, DP matching costs are calculated between segment 5 and each of segments 2, 4, minimum cost is extracted as a set of segments corresponding to the line segment ' '. To apply DP matching to 2D patterns we extend this algorithm by concatenating DP matching cost planes according to the branch and bound control strategy. By using the branch and bound algorithm as a search control strategy, the proposed algorithm measures the distance between the reference and input patterns.
Extraction of consecutive primitive phonemes based on touching relationships between phonemes.
Not only recognition of a primitive phoneme but also determination of a set of segments that matches with each segment of a reference phoneme can be done by stroke analysis. Phoneme extraction by DP matching may fail because of touching between phonemes. Touching between phonemes happens more frequently than touching between characters. So, touching between phonemes is considered in developing the proposed algorithm. Some cases are shown in Fig. 7 . The touchings can be classified into two classes. One is abrupt touching, in which one segment is con- • . The other is continuous touching, in which two directions of touching segments are similar. A segment of a phoneme is often connected abruptly to one stroke of other phoneme as shown in Fig. 7(a) , in which phoneme extraction by DP matching does not fail. But if a segment in a head consonant (vowel) is connected continuously to one segment of a vowel (bottom consonant) as shown in Fig. 7(b) , the continuously connected vowel (bottom consonant) segment is extracted as a part of a head consonant (vowel). To solve this problem, we employ labeling in DP matching by considering the possibility of touching between phonemes. The continuous touching relationships between phonemes considered are listed in Table 2 , in which most cases are considered. Table 2 is constructed by observing a large number of document data sets that are not used in our experiments. According to labeling and touching relationships, the next phoneme is successfully extracted.
For example, " " may be recognized as " ", because the second segment of the bottom consonant " " is incorrectly extracted in the vowel extraction stage. To overcome this problem, segments extracted as those forming a vowel in the vowel recognition stage are labeled according to the order of extraction. Next, segments extracted as those forming a vowel are reconsidered in the next recognition stage of the bottom consonant because the vowel ' ' can be touched with the bottom consonant ' '. Also in the case of ' ' in Fig. 7 , the touching between ' ' and ' ' does not cause any problem because it is not continuous.
Syntactic analysis.
If a character consists of a number of primitives, it can be described and analyzed according to syntactic rules defined among primitives. Korean characters consist of a number of primitives and phonemes, and each phoneme consists of primitive segments. Korean characters are constructed structurally depending on six character types that are classified by the positional relationship of phonemes. The proposed system recognizes phonemes syntactically and statistically, and each phoneme is recognized by extracting primitive phonemes and additional segments. That is, our system analyzes a mixed document in a bottom-up manner and recognizes characters by a hybrid approach based on stroke analysis with DP matching.
In Korean characters, a bottom consonant must be considered for vowel recognition because Korean characters have at least one vowel and the form of a bottom consonant depends on the shape of a vowel (see Fig. 3 ). Especially, recognition of a horizontal vowel is difficult if it is connected to a bottom consonant or if the existence of a bottom consonant is not known. In the proposed algorithm, after the vertical vowel is recognized, a horizontal vowel, if any, is recognized. Then it is easy to recognize a bottom consonant, if any. Note that the existence of a vertical vowel constrains the position of a horizontal one.
Recognition of Alphanumeric Characters
In this paper, we employ several features such as the number of color changes, distance, and projection values. The color changes denote the luminance changes from black to white or vice versa. We use them in both character classification and recognition steps. In conventional recognition algorithms for printed characters, they are computed at some specific positions [24, 25] . Note that in handwritten character recognition, the feature value detected at fixed position may vary depending on writing style, so in this paper, by averaging the detected feature values over the specific area, we can build a recognizer that successfully copes with various shapes of characters. For example, if we measure the distance feature value at the specific position as shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) , the feature values vary depending on writing style. To overcome this problem, a specific area is selected as shown in Fig. 8(c) ; then their average is used as a feature value.
We use a hierarchical recognition algorithm for alphanumeric characters [9, 10] . That is, characters are classified first by the number of color changes, distance, and projection values. Then they are recognized by the thinning features such as the position of end points or branch points. Note that the recognition algorithm alone cannot successfully differentiate 1 from I, O from 0, and so on. Each pair of such similar characters may be recognized as the same symbol because of their similar shapes. In the postprocessing stage, these characters are differentiated by a dictionary.
3.5.
Postprocessing with a dictionary. In this step, first candidate words are checked based on a similarity measure between phonemes. Then, if a word yields a larger similarity value than any other word, the recognition result is validated [26] . In selecting candidate characters, the number of strokes and the shape are used to determine the similarity among Korean characters. The phoneme similarity is defined by a similarity matrix that is based on the number of pattern strokes and positional relationship. The confusion matrix is constructed using the number of operations, such as insertion and deletion of a stroke, to change a phoneme into other phoneme. In the statistical context grammar, the matrix is conceptually equivalent to a confusion probability matrix of a character. The element of the similarity matrix is obtained by subtracting the element of the confusion matrix from the maximum element value.
We define X i (i = 1, . . . , M) as the ith candidate word generated in the character recognition step, where M represents the total number of candidate words. It is assumed that X i = x i1 . . . x im(i) consists of m(i) characters, and each Korean character x i j is represented by hi i j vi i j bi i j , where hi i j , vi i j , and bi i j denote a head consonant, vowel, and bottom consonant of the jth character of the ith input word, respectively. Similarly, the word in a dictionary is specified by W i (i = 1, . . . , N) , where W i = w i1 w i2 . . . w im (i) consists of m (i) characters and N represents the total number of reference words in a dictionary. Each Korean character w i j is represented by hr i j vr i j br i j , where hr i j , vr i j , and br i j denote a head consonant, vowel, and bottom consonant of the jth character of the ith reference word in a dictionary, respectively.
In the postprocessing step, the similarity S( j) for word matching is defined by
Because the proposed algorithm deals with two different sets of characters, two similarity measures are defined. In the case of Korean characters, the similarity measure S K ( j) is defined by
where S head , S vowel , and S bottom represent the similarities of a head consonant, vowel, and bottom consonant, respectively, between an input character and a reference character in a dictionary. S head , S vowel , and S bottom are represented by the confusion probability matrices constructed depending on the geometrical dissimilarity between phonemes. In the case of alphanumeric characters, the similarity measure S A ( j) is defined by
where S an denotes the similarity between alphanumeric characters and is represented by the confusion probability matrix. If the similarity for word matching is larger than a threshold, W j is determined as the matching word. In this paper, using the postprocessing method, we can correct recognition error generated by wrong phoneme extraction. In spite of the fact that the correctly recognized word may sometimes be replaced by a wrong word by their similarity, experimental results show that the postprocessing stage increases the final recognition rate on the whole. This procedure improves recognition performance for words misrecognized by one or two strokes [26] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For experiments, an input document in tag image file format (TIFF) is obtained by a UC-630 scanner with 300 dots per inch (dpi) and PhotoStyler software. It is quantized to eight bits to preserve intensity details in picture regions. We simulate experiments on a workstation R-4000 using programs written in C language. The proposed system requires B search operations for separation of text and graphic regions, where B denotes the number of black pixels in a document. Also, for isolation of characters, 3B search and comparison operations are required. ters in a document, and HC, V , and BC represent the numbers of head consonants, vowels, and bottom consonants, respectively. It takes about one minute for preprocessing of a document. It takes about four minutes to analyze a document containing about 100 characters and graphic regions: 70% of the time required for matching, 20% for thinning and graph construction, and 10% for postprocessing with a dictionary.
Simulation results with the test document set shows the effectiveness of the proposed system, where the test set consists of 50 mixed documents. These documents are written by ten persons. Each mixed document contains a text of 50-250 handwritten Korean/alphanumeric characters with some pictures or tables. There are 6483 characters in total in the document set, among which 27 characters are detected as graphic regions because these characters touch neighboring graphic regions or are too small to be extracted as characters. With the remaining characters that are correctly extracted, we isolate each character, in which isolation error occurs because of touching between characters or splitting of a character. Because the proposed algorithm does not deal with the touching between characters, 571 characters are not isolated correctly, resulting in the isolation error being the dominant failure mode. Effective character isolation is to be further investigated. Recognition error occurs by the distorted characters or misclassification of the character type: capital or small letter. There are 259 characters not recognized correctly, among which 52 characters are corrected by the postprocessing. Of course, severely distorted characters or cursive characters are not recognized correctly. The conventional algorithm [10] designed for recognition of printed characters does not yield good results for handwritten characters, because feature values may vary depending on various conditions. The proposed recognition algorithm designed for handwritten characters yields better performance by employing stroke analysis. Figure 9 (a) shows the result of individual character extraction with a mixed document consisting of a table part, and text part that contains handwritten Korean and alphanumeric characters, in which a table is regarded as the graphic part. In Fig. 9(a) , though Korean characters ' ' and ' ', and ' ' and ' ' are overlapped on the vertical projection space, they are correctly separated. Figure 9(b) shows the recognition result of Fig. 9(a) with no error. Most alphanumeric characters are correctly passed to the alphanumeric character recognition step. In the proposed algorithm, if a character is not classified, first the character is passed to the alphanumeric character recognition step. If not recognized there, it is passed to the Korean character recognition step. In Fig. 9(a) , though ' ' and ' ' contain touching between phonemes, they are correctly recognized by considering the possibility of touching.
To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, it is applied to a handwritten/printed mixed document shown in Fig. 10(a) . Figure 10 (a) contains handwritten/printed characters and a table. In the individual character extraction step, though an English character l is similar to a Korean vertical vowel , the proposed extraction algorithm can classify l correctly by using partial recognition results. Figure 10(b) shows the recognition result with no error. In this document, the Korean character ' ' is classified incorrectly into an alphanumeric character in the first step. Because it is not recognized in the alphanumeric character recognition step, it is passed to the Korean character recognition step and correctly recognized. Using the postprocessing step, similar characters are correctly recognized. For example, ' ' and ' ' have similar feature values; however, by the postprocessing step we can recognize ' ' correctly. Figure 11 (a) shows the result of individual character extraction with a mixed document consisting of a table part, and text part that contains handwritten Korean and alphanumeric characters. In Fig. 11(b) , though characters r and o in the word roll, and r and m in the word rmse are overlapped on the vertical projection space, we separate them correctly. But, Korean characters ' ' and ' ' are not be extracted as individual characters because of touching between two characters. Also, a period mark in the third line is discarded as noise, because it is too small. Most characters are correctly recognized in spite of the distortion of characters. A few characters are not recognized: ' ' in the first line is not recognized because two strokes are merged together and ' ' is misrecognized as ' ' because the phoneme ' ' is similar to the phoneme ' '. Also, " " in the fourth line is not recognized, because of touching between characters mentioned above.
Though most Korean characters have hook tails, such characters are correctly recognized by the proposed branch and bound algorithm based on DP matching. A period or comma may be deteriorated by noise in the preprocessing step, thus resulting in recognition error. Also characters that do not satisfy the classification rules (Fig. 3 ) cannot be recognized.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an effective automated analysis system for mixed documents consisting of handwritten Korean/alphanumeric texts and graphic images. In the preprocessing step, an input document is binarized, and individual characters are separated using the shape, size, and partial recognition results. For recognition of Korean characters, we propose a hybrid algorithm that combines the syntactic and statistical approaches, in which DP matching is employed according to the branch and bound search strategy. Complex characters are correctly recognized by considering the possibility of touching between phonemes. Finally, by the postprocessing step, errors which occurred in the recognition step are corrected.
Computer simulation with 50 test documents shows the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Connected or touched characters are successfully recognized by effective syntactic analysis. Further research will focus on development of an efficient character recognition algorithm using the structural and contextual information of Korean characters. Also the structure analysis of more complex documents should be investigated.
